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CHAPTER I 
INTroDUCTION 
1. Statement of the Problem 
Purpose of the studya--Vaat amounts of published and unpublished 
materials concerning the implications of television in the field of 
education are available. A glimpse into the literature indicates a great 
deal of controversy over the uses, purposes, advantages , and disadvantages 
of television and its role in the lives of school children. The purposes 
of this survey are to find out the television viewing habits of a group of 
high school students, and the impact of television on some of the 
educational activities of these students . Specifically, the survey 
proposes to determine s 
1. The amount of television viewing done by students . 
2. The frequency of viewing various types of programs . 
~. The types of programs enjoyed moat and the types of programs 
enjoyed least by the students . 
4. The relative importance students attach to television in 
comparison with other activities . 
5. Whether or not the students think television programs are 
aiding in the educational process . 
6. The difference, if aey, in the television viewing habits of 
boys am girls . 
2. Scope of the Study 
The stUdy embraces the results obtained from the administration of an 
inquiry form to students in Somerville High School, Somerville, Massachusetts. 
The conm.mitys- The city of Somerville is located in the 1-1etropolitan 
area of' Boston, just five miles from the state capital. It is 4 . 2 square 
miles in area. The latest census compiled in January 1951, indicates a 
population of' 105,88;.11 ~e total assessed valuation-personal property 
and real estate was $128 ,191,500. oo.Y Somerville has 125 industries 
employing 6415 people, paying wages of $18, 250, 000. oo, and making products 
valued at $178, 278, ooo. oo.2f ~e maj or types of industries are auto 
assembly, bakery, dairy, food products , meat packing, paper products, 
shoes, furniture , ladders , luggage, spray painting, truck bodies, vinegar, 
and wooden-va.re • 
The schools--somerville High School has a total population of 2408 
in grades ten, eleven, and twelve . ~ere are three curricula& college 
preparatory, commercial, and general . There are five percent more girls 
than boys enrolled in the school, and this ratio is constant in each of the 
three grades • There are approximately the same number of boys and girls 
enrolled in the college preparatory course . There are many more girls 
enrolled in the commercial course than there are boys, while there are 
maey more boys enrolled in the general course than there are girls .lJI 
The sample s-The inquiry form was administered to 417 students in 
grades ten, eleven, and twelve , drawn from each of the three curricula. 
The sample includes children from homes in the low income, middle income, 
and upper income groups . It includes an intelligence level ranging from 
jj Oity of Somerville, Municipal Register, 1951, p. 26. 
g/ Oity of Somerville, Annual Reports, 1950, P• 98. 
;;/ Somerville Chamber of Commerce, A Registry of Somerville Business , 
1951, P• 2;. 
~ Office of the Headmaster, Somervi l le High School, Somerville, 
Massachusetts. 
low borderline cases to cases of superior general ability. The responses 
to the inquiry form will be tabulated according to sex in order to 
determine the similarities or differences in responses made by boys and 
girls . 
Table 1 illdicates the number of students who participated in the 
survey according to course, grade, and sex. 
Table l!. DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENTS RESPONDING TO THE INQUIRY FORM 
BY COURSE, GRADE, AND SEX. 
Course Grade 
Sophomore Junior Senior Sub-tatal 
Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl Boy Girl 
(1) (2) (;); (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) ~ (9) 
College 
Preparatory ;f) ,a 2; 20 26 24 88 82 
Commerical 7 45 2 50 11 ,a 20 1;; 
General 28 2 21 4 ;; 6 82 12 
Total 74 85 46 74 70 68 190 227 
Justification of the Stud y 
Total 
(10) 
170 
15; 
94 
417 
Television is a social forces--Because of the technological advances 
made in the allied fields of electronics and co~cations, television 
has assumed an ever increasing position of importance in the cultural, 
social, and economic life of America. Television can no longer be regarded 
merely as a form of entertainment. It has become a social force alld as 
such has potentialities for both good and bad. The course 1'fl..i.ch television 
follows in the future must beco:oe the concern of the community, an integral 
II 
part of which is the educational system. Until the present time, "Education 
-~ 
never has been willing to concede f'ul l y the.t the methods of DB.sa 
comcunication, with all their fabulous and persuasive resources , would 
prove a formidable rival for the time and attention of each succeeding 
generation. With radio, education largely chose to keep its head in the 
sand, and now that television has come, education finds itself ill-prepared 
and often ill- informed in dealing with the problems of broadcasting. nlJ 
Too often the educator has been willing to express regret over the 
consequences of television and other means of mass communication but unwill• 
ing or lacking motivation to forDUl.ate a constructive policy, and to take 
concrete steps to influer.ce these consequences . 
Television in a democratic soci etys--The objectives of this study do 
not include an analysis of the significant position of television in the 
world of communications . I t does seem pertinent, however, to note that 
this survey of the television viewing habits of high school students is 
part of the research which is focused on the role of various means of mass 
cou:munication in a democratic society. Television can make significant 
contributions to an informed public opinion. A representative of the 
television industry believes, "The strength of a democracy is commensurate 
with the knowl e dge, tol erance , and understanding of its people, and 
television will prove surely to be one of the greatest instruments ever 
devised by the minds of man to enhance the wisdom and character of a 
people through the dissemenation of truth and knowledge . nY 
jJ J ack Gould , New York Times , Sunday, February 26 , 1950. 
£1 News release quoting Niles T~el of the National Broadcasting 
Compacy, Boston Sunday Globe, June 4, 1950. 
On the same day as the publication of the preceding statement, 
Chancellor Daniel Marsh of Boston University referred to television as a 
shortcut which deludes the student into thinking he is learning something. 
He warned that television programs of poor quality would cause the people 
to become a •nation of morons ."Y It is still too early to define 
accurately how television measures up to either role presented in the 
previous statements . A major problem lies in the fact that although 
television is regulated by public law in behalf of the public interest, 
it is a private commercial endeavor, and as such measures its success on 
the basis of a cash return. 
Television in educationa--If the objective of education is to prepare 
the individual to live adequately in a democracy, and if the objective is 
achieved, the individual will constantly strive to be well informed. 
Television may be a source of information to the individual on both cultural 
and public affaire. The high school student is being exposed to television, 
newspapers , movies , magazines, and conversational exchanges of ideas which 
are contributing partially to the molding of his attitudes , opinions , and 
behavior. If schools are to influence the critical abilities of students 
and to teach students how to discriminate between beneficial and 
detrimental ideas which are communicated by television or any other medi~ 
it is necessar.y to know as much as possible about the habits which the 
students have formed concerning the medium. If we understand the role of 
television in the daily living patterns in which students engage, we can 
i/ Chancellor Daniel Marsh, Baccalaureate address, Boston University, 
June 4, 1950. 
more accurately appraise the role of the school in trying to alter and 
improve such habits so that students may be fully trained to evaluate 
critically television and other means of communication. 
The old saying that one picture is worth a thousand words has been 
incorporated into the techniques of ll:alV teachers via audio--visual aide 
programs which aim to help students develop physica lly, socially, emotio~ 
ally am intellectually. The.t whi chpupils both see and hear they remember 
more easily. No greater audio-visual aid than television is in existence 
today. The potentialities inherent in television are infinite . It offers 
more than films; it is more convincing; it possesses a sense of immediacy. 
However, the success of television or a~ other tool of education 
will deperxi to a degree upon the extent to which the undertaking meets the 
daily needs and interests of the individuals involved. Education leaders 
are, therefore, seriously concerned with providing learning situations 
which emanate from the environmental experiences and • ••• natural purposes 
already existing within the on-going aeti vi ties of the learner • 11]/ 
Television must certainly be included in the natural purposes. 
If the teacher is to provide learning experiences which spring out 
of enviroiJJDental experiences , he must have an understanding of the 
activities which students engage in during out of school hours , and must 
have some appreciation of the relative importance which the students 
attach to such activities . 
~. lecapitulation 
The interest of educators in television must be mainly focused not on 
if WilliB.lll H. Burton, The Guidance of Learnine Activities, New York& 
Appleton-Century Co., 1944, p. 106. 
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~1e possible effects of television on the student viewer but on the 
construction of appropriate programs which would extend our educational 
endeavors so that more people could acquire knowledge which would better 
prepare them to live in a democratic society. To formulate a constructive 
policy with this goal, we ~t find out what television viewing habits 
students have formed . We must find outs how much viewing is done, what 
kinds of progran:.s are watched, the relative importance otudents attach to 
television, and the impact of television on the educational process . 
-7-
CHAPTER II 
RELA. TED RESEARJH 
1. Previoua St:J. •eye 
There is a great dearth of informa .... ion concerning surveys made to 
determine ~1e televsion viewing habits of high school students. Tho over-
whelming majority of surveys reported in the literature were conducted at 
the primary and junior high school levels. 
The Burdick Survey&~ne of the !IIOSt co!:!prehensive surveys was m.de 
at the Burdick J'..lnior High School, Stamford, Connecticut. According to 
Principal Jooeph Franchina., the iiiDllediate purposes of the survey were, 
" • •• to determine the part television ia playing in the lives of school 
children and to explore ways in which it ul tit!lately may be used 
constructively in the field of education."l/ The survey was conducted as 
part of the regular classroom work. Four humred forty-seven students 
filled out the inquiry form. The reaul ts of this survey were published in 
195o.Y 
A majority of the students who responded to the inquiry form believed 
that types of programs such as vaudeville, amateur hours , comedy, drama 
and films could be adapted to school uae. Only a minority of the students 
submitted suggestions as to specific prograr..s which could supplement 
individual subject matter courses . 
i/ Burdick Junior High School Survey, Stamford, Connecticut, 1950. 
y "One High School Surveys Television' s Effect on Pupil o, " School and 
Collebe 1anagement, (September, 1950), 20: 21-22 . ~ 
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Of the total munber of pupils participating in the study, 22) had 
television sets in their homes and 224 had no set. Of the 224 not having 
sets of their own, l;D looked at television regularly on a neighbor' s set. 
The average amount of time spent viewing was ) .86 hours daily for pupils 
with television sets and 2 .64 hours daily for pupils who watched a 
neighbor' s set. 
On the question of whether television made it more difficult. to find 
time in which to do homework, an overwhelming majority of students with 
television sets replied in the negative. A smaller majority of the same 
students reported that their parents had told them they believed television 
interfered with the completion of homework, but only a scant minority 
reported that they thought television interfered w1 th the completion of 
homework. On whether television affected the amount of time devoted to 
reading, a majority of students reported reading the same amount as before 
obtaining a television set. 
Concerning television' s effect on students ' interest in activities 
outside the home and school, a majority of students reported increased 
interest in church, outdoor activities , and sports since obtaining 
television sets . Interest in movies and radio decreased. Perhaps the 
conclusion of greatest importance for educators was the revealation that 
students with television sets in their homes watched it an average of 
twenty seven hours a week, almost four hou.rs a day or one leas hour than 
the time spent in school . Also , pupils withou~ television sets in their 
homes spent an average of eighteen hours a week watching it in homes of 
friends . 
The Chicago Survey 1-'l'he most comprehensive survey conducted at the 
.1)-
high school level was the study sponsored by Philip Lewis in the South 
Shore High School, Chicago , Illinoi s . The study consisted of a series 
of interviews, surveys , questionnU.res , and experiments extended over a 
four year period. The results and conclusions of the study were published 
by 1-fr. Lewis via a series of articles)/ 
About half the students reported that television did not affect their 
school work, but all the students in t his group indicated that they had to 
reorganize their habits to accommodate the influence of television in 
their daily lives . To these students , "Watching the video screen is 
presumably little more fatiguing than attending the movies. These yoUDgsters , 
however, average 2)~ hours of television viewing per week - the equivalent 
of attending a double feature movie every night. 'Jlds figure takes into 
consideration the possibility of the novelty aspect of influence and has 
been substantiated by subsequent check-ups.ng/ 
Extensive i nquiry into the influence of television on scholastic 
achievement indicated that the outcomes varied extensively according to 
age , sex, and the subject matter involved . In general, courses in civics, 
history, current events, science , drama, literature, and art were 
definitely helped by certain selected programs . Courses in language 
fundamentals , higher mathematics and others requiring long periods of 
application and concentration reported detrimental effects because of the 
time taken from actual study. Another phase of this investigation 
compared the Primary Mental Ability Profiles of student televiewers with 
jJ Iefer to bibliography 
y Philip Lewis, 11 TV the Star BoRrder," Phi Delta Kappan, (March 
1950), )1;)19- )21. 
weekly viewing averages . The results co.:.sistently indicated that 
students with weekly viewing totals ranging from eleven to fifteen hours 
were identified with the peak point in the rating profile. Students with 
viewing totals above this level were found to be, on the average, less 
proficient in the areas of word f l uency, verbal meaning, reasoning, memory, 
and space. 
When the novelty factor diminishes, the trend to watch television less 
and lese as the age increases from years nine through eighteen was 
progressively apparent in the case of both girls and boys . l'lith the latter 
group, however, a disturbing influence entered at about the eleventh year 
because of the boys growing interest in spectator sports. The fact that 
the viewing averages of girls and boys were equal at age eighteen 
coincided also with the result illustrating the tendency of both girls and 
boys to come closer together in their ohoice of video fare as their ages 
advanced . 
It is evident that, "Although televiewing has greater influence with 
younger students, it sooner or later bas to vie with the outside interests 
of the adolescent and finally meets severe competition in the later 
teens. n1/ 
2 . Television as a Tool of Education 
The future of television as a tool of educations--Television has a 
great deal to offer education. The utilization of television as a tool of 
education is not limited to the transmissions of commercial stations . 
jJ Philip Lewis, "TV's Impact on Teen Agars , 11 Phi Delta Kappan, 
(NOvember, 1951 ), '''118-121. 
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ACl osed-circui t" t e l evis ion my someday become an integral part of our 
teaching aids and methods . I t ms;y be possible that all large school 
systems will have television stations just as mey of them now operate 
their own FM transmitters . With an arrangement of this kind, it will be 
possible to telecast programs origimti:cg in the school auditorium., 
laboratory, gymmsium or other strategic location, to aey or all rooms of 
the building, like the operation of an inter-communication system. Such a 
ocheme would foster the launching of maey desirable projects not within 
the scope of radio alone • 
Television as a tool of education does not necessitate the submission 
of the classroom teacher aey more than do the motion picture or radio. 
them it can increase the adequacy of the teacher by presenting a more vivid 
and fully rounded impression. Television is a worthl'fhile adjunct to 
teachin& when it discloses the real world . 
En~lish via televisions--A credit course in Comparative Literature, 
sponsored by \'/ester. Pnoorve University, was presented via the television 
medium. Joseph I:eme:r:vi-V the imtn:.ctor classified the experience as a 
responsible and rewarding task. 
The methods and techniques used in the presentation of the course weres 
1 . There is no trick to the teaching I:Jethod . The instructor must be 
true to himself and to the quality of his intelligence . His 
intellectual and ethical sincerity t.cl::es hii!l convincing, even to 
those who as a rule care very little or not at all for literature . 
2 . It is of paramount importance that one speaks in sentences rather 
than paragraphs . 
jJ Joseph Bet::.eeyi, "Literature on Television, n School and Society, 
( February, 1951), 75 •70-72 
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4. 
6. 
Condensation is necessar,r in the verbal organization of one 1s 
material. Information must be accompanied by examples, but it is 
of crucial importance to use them sparsely and pointedly. 
As the instructor does not see the students but is seen by them, 
his spontaneity, frankness , diction and intonation must produce 
the illusion of his physical presence. 
I t is imperative to adhere to intellectual honesty independently 
of the circumstances one ~~shes to approach the students and 
public at large . The instructor is not an actor wearing the mask 
of erudition; he is concerned primarily with teaching. 
The preparatory work for each lecture requires considerable time 
and effort. One must learn what to omit without neglecting the 
material needed for substantial information. 
Students must do real clas! 1work in the form of term papers , 
reading, and eDlllimtions .:t 
Social Studies via televisio~--Teachers , especially social studies 
teachers , should know about the advantages of television as an instructional 
aid. William G. Tyrell,Y Supervisor of I nstructional Aids , Columbia 
College, believes the significant advantage of television is the addition 
of a visual image t o radio broadcasting, which is the equivalent of adding 
another dimension. He considers television as combining the full lifelike 
appearance of the motion picture with the on the spot coverage of the 
radio. 
Programs of events which would be valuable in the social studies are 
almost limitless . By combining interviews and discussions with telecasts 
of the routine procedures of such orga.nizatiol".s as natioml presidential 
nominating conventions, Congress , Congressioml committees , and United 
Nations, the general knowledge would be extended beyond the textbook 
jJ Loc . 1ci t. 
g/ William G. Tyrell , "Television in the Social Studies, " Social 
Education, (January, 1949), l's25-26 . 
accounts , newsreel views, or newspaper headlines. Local government 
is another subject suitable for television presentation. Educational 
programs also successful have been the forums, debates, and discussions 
of topics of contemporary issues . The travelogue and short films should 
not be overlooked. 
Tyrell]/ concluded that aey teacher interested in investigating the 
educational values of televi sion will be convinced that its values are 
m.m~erous . By giving collective suppOrt to increasing the programs of 
civics and co:amnmity affairs, non-fictioml films, and other educational 
productions, social studies teachers will have another worthwhile 
i nstructional aid at their disposal . 
Such a teacher is Miss Alice M. Haussman who believes that, "With the 
personal profit obtai nod from t his source of entertainment and informatiollt 
sotre of these gains can be transmitted to the group through class 
discussions . Surely here is a long avenue of motivation with maey arrest-
ing intersections waiting to be put to use . agj 
Miss Hausaman did not stop with this idea. &.ch student in her 
Az:lerican History class kept o. "Television Notebook• in which was recorded 
information obtained via the television mediun4 At the appropriate time, 
the student correlated his material with the subject under discussion. 
The following general classifications were suggested for use by the 
students & 
l . Facts about American History I never knew before. 
]) Loo., cit., 
y Alice 1·1. Haussman, "Television for Teaching, 11 Social Studies, 
(February, 1950), 41162~~. 
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2. Great Americans - past and present. 
,. Significance of the American way of life. 
4. Domestic issues . 
5. The role of the United States in foreign affairs):/ 
Science via 'televisio~-Until the present time, it is in the sciences 
that television has demonstrated most clearly its effectiveness as a tool 
of education. 
Once a week the public schools of Syracues, New York, present a 
fifteen mimte SCIENJE television program on which appear two students and 
their teachers . Concerning one particular telecast which she sponsored, 
Miss Josephine F. Bordona~ reported that it, with its predecessors, 
demonstrated that teaching science via television can be effective. 
After delivering a lecture series entitled "rruclear Physics for the 
Le.y:man" for the University of the Air, Thoms P. Merritt)/ reported that 
the close-ups obtained with the use of the television camera gave the viewer 
a clearer picture of the detail of a~ piece of apparatus than could be 
had by a classroom observer, and that almost a~ demonstration in physics, 
if properly prepared, could be presented with absolute clarity through the 
television medium. The implication for education is that tm..ey' experimeiit.s 
can be seen more clearly as close-ups on a television screen in one' s home 
than by a student sitting half WB;f back in the laboratory or room in which 
the experiment is being performed. 
]} Loc., cit .. 
y Josephine F. Bordonaro , "Teaching Science Through Television," 
School Science and l4ith, (Mcy, 1952), 52a;44. 
;;/ Thoms P. Merritt , "Physics Via Television," American Journal of 
Physics, ( 0 eptember, 1951), 19a,e6-;87. 
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The experience of Everett R. PhelpJ/ of \·layne University, points out 
another advantage of televieion. An educational program sponsered jointly · 
by ~layne University and WJBK•TV was presented for a half hour, five days a 
week, and extended over a period of thirteen weeks~ Fro.c ten to twenty 
related experiments on a general top!.c were presented in thirty mim.rtes'. 
The first program of the series, 11 \iater-from the Ocean to You" , was 
presented jointly by a chet:ti..st, a geologist, and a physicist and effectively 
demonstrated that television is a good place to cut across corr;entional 
science boundary lines • 
Considerlng the future possibilities of public educ tion in science 
top: ca by ~ana of telovisio~ Phelps is co~inced that, " ••• we should not 
try to present classroom courses. I do not mean that we should be content 
with an unrelated series of programs . We should present our science in 
proper sequence, but it will be necessary to make it relatively non-
mathematical; experiments should be used even more extensively than in our 
conventional lectures . An attempt should also be made to cross freely t.~e 
boUDdariee between sciences . nY 
Business Education via television&--For commercial offerings especially 
courses in typewriting, stenograpcy, business machines and other skill 
courses , television has nn.tch to offer. E. Dana G1bson2/ envisions the day 
when skill subjects will be taught through the television medium by master 
teachers who will concentrate streams of new techniques into fifteen 
minute lessons . 
1/ Everett R. Phelps , "Science on Television, " American Journal of 
Physics, ( September, 1951), 19a;87-~. 
y Loc ., cit .. 
%,/ E. Dam (/ibeo~ "B\lBines~ . Edy.9~tion in Television, 11 
Educa1'lon iorld, VB.y, l950J, ;c> s447~. _ ~ 
The classroom teacher would still remain an integral factor in t.he 
learning process, but much teaching time would be devoted to the develop-
ment. and expansion of the techniques and skills taught by the television 
lesso~ It would be the function of the classroom teacher to see that no 
bad habits obtain a foothold , to give direction and psychological 
encouragement, and so on4 
MUsic Education via ~elevisions--As an experiment to test the 
effectiveness of television as a means of instruction in ~rusic Education, 
Westervelt B. Romai~ of American University, established a television 
program to teach instruments, composition, theory, harmocy, and etc . 
Students in several schools in Washington, D. c., followed the program 
throughout the sequence of lessons. After the termimtion of the proe,ram., 
it was evident that television would not replace the music teachers in our 
schools , but might easily become their most effective adjunct. A few of the 
fields that will donate a great deal to the cultivation of the students 
musical experience are the pJ.a¥ing of instruments, composing of song 
material , and marionette versions of operas . 
Hans RosenwaldY, Chicago J.fusical College, expressed great enthusiasm 
for music education via television. However, we are warned that educators 
• 
must accept and work uith television during its infancy or it will repeat 
me.Jzy" or all of the mistakes made by radio. 
The ballet, musical ensembles - choral and instrumental , will play a 
major role in the future , but they will have to revise old rehearsal 
]J Westervelt B. Romaine, "1-usic Education Via Television, 11 Music 
Educators Jourml, (November, 1947) , ;4s;9. _ 
y Hans Rosenwald, "Television in l·insic Education, 11 :Music Teachers 
National Association Proceedings , (1947), 4lal20-l24. 
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techniques and formulate new ones. Both grand and light operas are 
admirably suited for television presentation. It is evident, however, 
that cut or uncut, all operas will have to be translated into English for 
television consumption. Best yet, let our own young American composers 
create American operas for television. 
"Television with camera angles, time lapses, transpositions and with 
a repertoire that will extend from reci tale via satires and melo-dramas 
to operas will be a natural outlet for a new music of the people. To ma.ke 
television a vehicle of musical progress, it requires the educators to pave 
the way."J/ 
Citizenship via televisiona--ooncerning television, no subject matter 
field is untouched - English, the social studies, science, mathematics, 
speech, music, and even peysical education. In the opinion of Franklin 
Dunham,g/ Chief of Radio, United states Office of Education, televisions' 
greatest usefulness will be in the new subjects - the teaching of sld.lls in 
vocational education, the teaching of world understanding for the 
of international peace, the teaching of safety education and automobile 
driving, the presentation of discussion programs and the promotion of the 
basic conduct patterns for health, and the presentation of the precepts 
provided for practical home economics. 
Vocational Guidance via televisions--As in the case of other subject 
matter courses, television will probably become an important medium for 
vocational guidance. Television offers ma~ possibilities for the 
furtherance of guidance work. Some of the potentialities area 
1/ Loc., cit .. 
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g/ F~lin Dunham, "Television Has Special Values for Teaching Health 
Citizenship and Vocations," lhtions Schools, (June, 1950), 45s57-58. ====#==-=:::--::= 
1 . Television can become an important medium for the promotion of 
guidance services . Here is a wonderful opportunity to reach the 
public in an effective demonstration of the nature and importance 
of guidance services . 
2 . Television can become a strong motivational force in career 
planning by young people . 
~. Television offers the first practical opportunity for teachers 
and counse ~ 2;s to reach the parents of their students and 
counseleee .JJ 
Leon L . Lernez?:/ elaborated on the advantages of the use of television 
in vocational guidance. In his opinion, televised occupatioml in:f'o:r"Dl.tion, 
if skillfully produced, would create interest in the study of occupations 
among parents resul ti:ng in increased understanding by parents of the 
occupational problems facing their children. Cooperation between school 
personnel and parents in helping the students to make wise vocational 
choices would become more practicable and more likely. 
Such an eventuality would mean the dissemination of occupational 
information could become easier than it is at present. It would not mean 
doing away with current procedures such as discussions in class, or the 
integration of occupational information into subject matter courses . In 
fact, television would facilitate the presentation of such material. 
In addition to these functions, television may be valuable in other 
ways. "In seeking a modern substitute for the good old apprenticeship 
training, television has a real place in the educational picture. The 
skilled hams of the master craftsman can be watched on the television 
screen, yet does not interfere with the craf'tsman and his work. n?;/ 
i/ Max F. Baer, "Vocational Guidance on Television," Occupations, 
(~hy, 1951), 29•599-602. . 
g/ Leon L. Lerner, "Television and Occupational Information, " 
Occupations , (February, 1950) 28&299-,cn. . 
1949
.j{ William H. Knowles, ~Aid to Education, " New York Time~ , April 24, 
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Representatives of the television industry and personnel on the staffs 
of individual television stations have indicated an awareness of the need 
for the development of vocational guidance services via the television 
medium. To "'hat degree these types of progrn.ms will be extended or 
expanded re~ins to be seen. 
Tha.t advancement has been made in this regard is evident from a 
recently completed survey. Fifty-two responses from twenty-six states were 
received from 101 prog~ directors to whom a questionnaire was sent . Despite 
the limitations of his survey, t.fr . Baer, the author, believes that " ••• this 
study offers a fair measure of understanding of the current activity, 
interest, and attitudes of television stations ld th reference to guidame 
programs. nl/ The conclusions from the r eturns indicate that about half the 
television stations in the country are at least mildly interested in 
guidance programs , and that most of the current t elecasts of this type are 
conducted on a sparadic basis without the assistance of professional people 
in the guidarJCe field . Perh!lps the most significant conClusion of the survey 
is that this interest could be intensified considerably if the National 
Vocational Guidance Association and other guidance agencies were to offer 
assistance to local s tations in relation to guidance programs. 
Conclusiona-As long as television is unier the exclusive I:!Onopoly of 
commer cial telecasters educational interests will be superseded by 
entertainment. For the present, educational agencies must exploit the 
telecats now being tranemi tted during the school day. Now is the time to 
]} l-hx F. Baer , op., cit., 
study television and plan to work witi1 it. 
The future of television as an educational tool is bright. The 
greatest potentiality for providir~ educational opportunities via the 
television medium lies in the colleges and universities obtaining some of 
the remaining channels . \·/hen these chazmels are obtained, our classroom 
teachers will still be an integral factor in the learning process, but will 
have to make the necessary adjustments in their teaching techniques in 
order to insure the success of television as a tool of education. 
When the hurdles are jumped, educators will have a t ool wi th which 
they can make a powerful impact on the minds of individuals. It will be 
possible to have educational programs , produced under professional directio~ 
telecast on a regular, sustained basis . Educational programs televised 
during the school day will become an integral part of the school curricula 
leaving no subject ms..tter course untouched . The ramifications increase 
as one t hinks about them. The only boundaries we shall have to observe 
will be those of our own intellect and creativity. 
CHAPTER III 
ProcEDURES INVOLVED IN THE STUDY 
1 . Approach to the Problem 
Maiu inventions have had an impact on the economic, social, and 
cultural aspects of American civilizat ion. The automobile , radio, telephone , 
motion picture, and most recently television, have revolutionized certain 
aspects of daily living as well as education and recreation. Until 
recently, the influence of television was limited to those urban areas 
within the range of television transmitting stations. The development of 
the co-axial cables for coast to coast telecasting will leave no area out-
side the sphere of powerful television transmitters . Thus , while still in 
its infancy, television bas made its presence felt in both urban and rural 
areas . 
Television can enrich lives by providing better entertainment and 
better information. It fosters the understanding of local, national , and 
international problems at a time when greater understanding among more 
people is necessary to our security. Television can provide intimate 
situations with important leaders . Via television, an event may be seen 
as soon as it occurs . It can bring the latest achievements in all fields 
of endeavor into the school room or living room. It brings to life the 
great masterpieces of literature. Television can surely be the mirror of 
the world. 
Since the problems of television were studied in order to evaluate 
the role television was playing in the lives of a group of high school 
students , a survey was devised to gather the material. In order to collect 
certain ,pert.ft,.wnt· do.ta., s.n inquiry fom was used. 
2. Preparation and Administration 
Hationa.l and format of the inquiry form.a.!L.since the viewing habits 
of the boys and girls were to be studied separately to determine the 
difference, if any , in the television viewing habits of boys and girls , 
was necessary to have a space provided on the inquiry form in which the 
sex could be indicated . The student' s grade and division were also 
required as an aid in the determination of the se.ople. 
It was then sought to determine if the students had a television 
receiver in their hot:les and the length of' ownership. If' there wn.e no 
television receiver in the home, students were asked to indicate the 
places they did watch television. 
The students were then asked to check the kinde of ?rograms watched • 
(1) regularly or frequently, (2) sometimes, (') rarely or never. It was 
felt that because of availability, the kinds of progra.mE.J watched might not 
necessarily be the kinds preferred. Another question souzbt to determine 
in tho order of preference, the kinds of programs enjoyed most and the 
kinds enjoyed least. 
Two questions dealt with the amount of ti~ devoted to tele-viewing. 
One question sought to determine the daily frequency with which the 
i/ Refer to appendix. 
students watched television, l'Thile the other question asked if the o.mowrt. 
of time spent viewing was as much as fihen the television receiver was 
first obtained . 
The students were then asked to name in order of preference their 
favorite programs and programn which they considered boring . It was felt 
that a program check list, which would provide specific answers , was apt 
to stimulate responses which uould not be genuine . Since the !lUrpose of 
this ourvey was to discover the real interests of pupils in television, it 
seemed important to ask the student to ~ that interest without the aid 
of an artificial stimulus. 
An item was included which sought to deter::nine the extent to l'thich the 
student or other member of the family determines what programs ahall be 
w~tched . 
Two questions sought to determine the affect of television on homework. 
The :'irst simply asked the student to check the time he or she did home-
work in relation to watching television. The second asked the student to 
check the degree to which television interfered with the completion of 
homework. 
The next step was to determine the de5ree to which television affected 
the amount of time devoted to reading various types of materials . 
Also included was a question dealing with several areas which 
influence students, and which are important because they bear directly on 
education. The question asked about interest in television as compared 
to int.erest in the other areas. The students were also &eked to check 
in rank order the degree to which eac'h factor enriched or contributed to 
their lives . 
Several questions sought to deter.mine the value of television in 
school work. The students were asked if television did help in school work. 
They were asked to tell in their own words how television did help them. 
Similarly, they '<rere asked to name a specific program which had helped 
them in various subject mtter courses . 
I t was next sought t o determine the moti vational value of television. 
The students were asked if television hel ped them make their vocational 
choices . I f so, they were asked to name the specific programs which helped. 
If not, they were asked if television gave t hem aqy ideas about occupations 
they might consider as future vocations . 
Space was also provided in which the students were encouraged to write 
aey comments concerning their likes and dislikes about television, what 
schools should do about te l evision, or ~ other topic . 
Pilot run of the inquiry forme-Previous to the pilot run of the 
inquiry form, it was submitted to a seminar group for jury opinion. 
Revisions were made, and the preliminary test use of the inquiry form for 
further refinement was held in conjunction with two classes in order to 
effect the elimination of weaknesses in procedural technique. 
Several problems were encountered . The direction, "Please cheek in 
the appropriate column the kinds of programs you watch s ( 1) daily; 
( 2) almost daily; ( ' ) occasionally; (4) almost; (5 ) never", was confusing. 
Since only two television chanDele were available it became apparent that 
program schedules were not sufficiently varied for the students to have a 
definite pattern of viewing to which they adhered day after day. The 
direction for administering was changed to read, "Please check in the 
appropriate column the kinde of programa you watchc ( 1 ) regularly or 
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frequently; (2) sometimes; (3) rarely or never." 
" 
The second problem occurred when the students were asked, "Because of 
availability, the programs you watch my not be the ones you prefer to 
watch. Which of the following kinds of programs do you prefer to watch? 
Indicate first choice with 1, second choice with 2, third choice with :;, 
and eo on. 11 It was felt that the kinde of programs which did not interest 
the students could be determined by reversing the rank order of kin:is of 
programs preferred . However, m.an;y students were able to illdicate pre-
ference positions for only four or five kinde pf programs. In this situa-
tion, 1 t was felt that a reversal of the rank order of the kinde of programs 
preferred would not be a genuine indication of the kinde of programs in 
which the students were not interested . The question was revised to 
provide space for the direct indication of both the kinde of programs 
enjoyed moat and the kinde of programs enjoyed least. The direction for 
administering was changed to read, 11Pleaee list in order of preference, 
( 1, 2, :;, and eo on) the kinds of programs you enjoy moat and the kinde of 
programs you enjoy least. You are not expected to list a preference 
position for each kind of program. Some people may list five preferences 
in each column; some my list eight or nine . You may list as maey as you 
want ." 
In both of the i teme mentioned above, fourteen general television 
program classifications were listed . It was felt that one of these 
classifications would best describe eve~J program available on either channel. 
The etudent.s, however, fcnun it dif'ficul t and in the case of some programs 
impossible to distiguieh between the classifications, 11Adventure" and 
111-wstery, CrimJ~ " Similarly confusing were, 11Comedy11 and Variety. 11 
In the administering copy of the inquiry form, "Adventure• was combined 
trith "l·fystery, Crime"; "Oomedy0 and "Variety" were also fused into one 
classification.11 
Method of administrations-The inquiry form was administered to the 
students with the assistance of the teachers in the Social Studies Depart-
ment of Somerville High School. The social studies teachers of the 
students were asked to administer the inquir~ form to pre-selected classes 
which were felt to be representative of the total school population by the 
chairman of the Social Studies Department and by her assistant. The 
completion of the inquiry form was part of the regular class period taking 
about thirty minutes. In an interview with each teacher, the purposes of 
the survey were explained. In addition, each teacher was given an 
instruction sheet on which were detailed, explicit instructions for the 
administration of the inquiry form to their classes . 
For the students, an explanation of the purposes of the survey was 
included on the covering page of each inquiry form. Two points were 
stressed . The first point was that each student must make every poss ible 
effort to eliminate slanting, along with the necessity of genuine responses . 
The students were also impressed with the fact that the inquiry form had no 
cor.nection with their school work and that no individual would be quoted 
or identif'ied in any uc.y. 
In order that the administering teachers might be better equipped to 
answer querlions relative to program nomenclature, copies of "New England 
TV Guide".Y' were provided. Aey question pertaining to program content or 
Ma.y 
jJ 
1~ 
Refer to appendix 
New England TV Guide, Television Guide, New Engla nd Inc., Boston, 
1952. 
m.meo of stare could be answered by reference to this mgazioo . If 
possible, all questions were to be answered. 
'ihen adequate time to complete t he inquiry form had been given to all 
the students participating in the survey, the inquiry forms \'tere collected 
and made ready for tabulation. 
The weather facto r s--I t wae felt that the amount of t ele-viewing done 
is to some degree influenced by weather conditions with an increase in 
viewing during inclement climatic conditions and a decrea.ae during .Periods 
of fair ueather. In turn, it waa felt the.t responses to certain items on 
the inquiry form might be ir.f'luenced by the weather factor . With this 
assumption in n:ind , a record of the 't1&ather condi tiona was kept for the 
week preceeding the administration of the inquiry .form. The first , second, 
and sixth days of that week were ra.icy; the third day was cloudy and windy; 
the fourth , fifth and seventh days were SUilniY and warm. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATION OF THE INQUIRY FORM 
1 . Scope of the Chapter 
This chapter is concerned with the impact of television on the 
students who participated in the survey . O!lf. hundred ninety boys and two 
hundred t;renty-seven girls with a combined total of four hundred seventeen 
students in grades ten, eleven, and twelve responded to the inquiry fom. 
The scope of this chapter deals with an analysis of some of the problems 
that the wri. ter feels exist in the senior high school. 
2 . Treatment of De..ta 
Places where students observe televisiona--In summarizing the responses 
to the items concerning the places where students view television, Table 2 
indicates that 172 or 90. 5 per cent of the boys, 197 or 86.8 per cent of 
the girls , and a total of ~9 or 88.6 per cent of all the students view 
television at home showing that this proportion of i:.he students have 
television sets in their homes . 
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Table 2. Places /here Students View Tel&vision 
Place of Viewin£ Boys " , .Girls Total 
' Number Per Nuclber Per Number Per 
Cent Cent Cent 
( 1) (2) ( ~) (4) {'5) (6) {1) 
At home 172 90.5 197 86.8 ~9 88.6 
At a friend ' s ho~ 14 7.4 2.4 10.6 ;8 9.1 
At a relative's 
home ~ 1.6 5 2.2 8 1.9 
At a public place 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 o.o 
At a club house 1 0.5 0 o.o 1 0.2 
At anv other 'Place 0 o.o 1 o.4 1 0.2 
Fourteen or 7.4 per cent of the boys , 24 or 10.6 per cent of the 
girls, and ;8 or 9.1 per cent of the total number of students indicated 
that they watch television regularly at the home of a frierA. Three boys 
and eight girls or 1.9 ~er cent of the total indicated that they watch 
television at the home of a relative . One boy indicated that he views 
television at a club house or youth organization. One girl indicated that 
she views television at a place other than those listed. No one mentioned 
that they view television at a public place such as a store display. The 
indication is that all the students who participated in the study watch 
television either at home or some other place. 
Novelty aspect of television ownershipl--At the outset of the study, 
it was felt that the novelty aspect of television ownership might affect 
the students ' responses, especially the responses to the items dealing 
with the number of hours spent viewing television daily and with the 
relative importance delegated to television in comparison with other media 
of communications . 
The responses to the question, uis the 8.l!lount of time you spend 
watching television as much as when you first got a television set?" are 
-,0.. 
_I 
I 
' 
Time Spent 
( l) 
As :c..ch 
Less 
Table :;. Amount of Time Spent Viewing 
Television as Compared to the 
Amount of Ti=e c.pent Viewing 
ihen Set las Fi rat Obtained. 
Bpys Girl s Total 
Number Per Cent Nw::lber Per Cent ~ber 
_( 2} { 3) (4) ( 5 ) (!) 
43 25 . 0 44 22.4 87 
129 75 . 0 153 77 . 6 282 
Per Cent 
(7 ) 
2). 6 
76 .4 
One fourth of the boys and slightly lees thc...n one fourth of the girls 
with television oets in thei r homes indicated that ~~ey watch teloviolon 
as I!:UCh now a.s when they first obtained a television set. Three quartcro 
of the boyo in:licated that they watch televisioh lesa no~., than rthen they 
first obtained a. set wlule a slightly larger percentage of the girls 
indicated the same respon:Je. Of the total munber of students in the group, 
a little core than throe fourths indicated that they watch television leas 
now than when they first obtained a set . The differences between the 
proportions of the boys and girls are slight and do not appear to be 
significant. In the case of both gro~~d , there is a positive trend to 
watch television lesa and leas as the period of television Olfnerohip 
increases . 
It was felt t.l)at the length of television ownorship might influence 
the novel ty aspect. Ta.Lle 4 shows the length of television ownership for 
the 172 boys and 190 girls who indicated they have a television set in 
their homes • 
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Table 4 . Length of 0'\>rnershi~· of a Television Set 
Length of Boys and r.irl .. 
Ounership 
Number Per Cent 
( 1 ) (2) ( ; ) 
1-4 months 1) ) .5 
5-8 months ~ 9.5 
9-12 months ~ 9.2 
over 12 months 287 77 .8 
Of the total number of students ~nth television sets in their 
homes , 1) or 3.5 per cent of a l l the students in this group indicated 
the length of television ownership t o less than five months. About a 
fifth of the students indicated tl1e length of television o'\>rr~rship to 
be between five months and one year. :li t,;ht l y over three quarters of 
the students indicated the length of television ownership to be over 
12 montl1s . 
Tables ) and 4 indicate that it is probable tl1at the novelt7 asvect 
of television O'\>rnerahip is very slight for both boys and girls , although 
perhaps i t is more potent in the case of the latter group . The degree 
which this factor influences the responses t o the items cited above 
remains to be seen. 
V~thod of sel ection of ~ rograms viewed by studentea-- The responses 
to the question, "who or what exercises the greatest influence in choosing 
the programs you watcht 11 il'ldicate that no one of the methods of program 
selecti on is the program selectee for a majority of either the boys or the 
girls . Table 5 summarizes the responses to program selected for boys, 
girls, and boys and girls combined. 
Table 5. Method of Selection of Programs Viewed by Students 
V.ethod of Boys Girls Total 
Selection 
Number Per cent Number Per cent Number Per cent (1) (2) T?l- {4l ('5 ) m ( 7) 
Printed Lists 59 ;1.1 68 29 .9 127 ;o.5 
'lhrough habit 68 -,) .7 64 28 .2 1;2 ;1.8 
Parents 15 7.9 12 5. ; 27 6.5 
Family com-
promise 26 1}.7 69 ;o.4 95 22.8 
Remarks of 
friends 15 7.9 9 ; .9 24 5.6 
Other 7 ?.7 5 2. ? 12 2.8 
For the t otal number of students in the group, the rank order of 
methods of program selection is through habit, examining printed lists of 
programs, family compromise, parents, remarks of friends , and other methods 
of selection. Slightly more than three fifths (62. ; per cent) of the 
students indicated their program select ee t o be either em.m.ining printed 
lists of programs or through habit . 'lhe variation in percentage between 
the two methods is insignificant. Slightly more than one fifth (22.8 per 
cent) of the students indicated fami l y compromise to be the greatest 
influence in their choice of video fare . Less than one fifth (15.1 per 
cent ) of the students indicated their parents, friends , or other methods 
to be the selectee of the programs they view. 
The pattern for boys and girl s individually varies somewhat from the 
overall picture. For the former , the rank order of the methode of program 
selection is the same as the rank order for the entire group, but family 
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compromise drops significantly below the l evel of tho entire group in 
percentage points . In the case of the girls , the raru' order o~ methods 
o~ program selection varies from the rank order of the entire group . 
\'lith the girls , family cowprond.se shifts from third to first poai tion, 
examining printed lists of programs remains second , throu£h habit shifts 
from first to third position and is followed by parents , frier~s , and 
others . There seems to be no concrete explane.tion for the ohift in 
family comprocise up in prominence in the case of girls and down in 
prominence in the case of the boys . 
\'lith the boys anr.l 6 irls individua.lly and with the two groups combined , 
more tr.an four fifths of the students indictl.ted the dominant influence 
in choosing the programs they watch to be through habit , exa.minillt;, ~ rinted 
lists of programs, or family compromise . 
~ount o~ ti::1e spent televiewi.ngs- Table 6 shows the mean amount 
of time spent ~~tching television daily for the boys , girls , and boys 
and girls combined . 
Table 6 . Mean Amount of Time Spent T levi ewing 
Ir.v J.n•~b,.r of Row o 
B :;s ,. ,;..1~ 'Roy ~ Girl;; ...... 
(1) (2) (-) ( 1 ) 
""l'"lCil.iJ -,. 49 7 r:) 3·52 ., . / 
• ~c:!d-Y 2. 2; 2 • I~ 'l ;6 .... . 
T-..i.esde.y 2.1/ 2 .o4 2 . 10 
1'/edneecl.c.y 2 "1/ .... ") 
'- • 
,.., 2 . 12 
Thuroday 2 . 1· () 2 .20 2 . 29 
Friday 2.07 2 .00 2.()1_1 
Saturday 3· 5 :;.~"'1 -,.03 
iloekly Total 17.7~ 17.25 17 .52 
Da.il" r.:eau 2 .54 ") '- • I/ 2.50 
A s tudy of Table " :'1ows that tbeoe otudents o.verage t;.;o and o::~e 
half houro of telev:sion viewin~ da:ly . ~.is r:gure take: into 
consideration the fact that tl1e no7elty as ect of tclo~iaion is alight 
for both the boys and the e:.rls . For 1 :-th .... JlC boys and tho ~::.rls 
individw lliJ the greatest amount of television viettins .i.e done durinr; 
the ueck-en::l- the time in which students are free fro:n t.'lle reapo:n.ni bili ties . 
o:!' ac!.ool . Furtl.er study of the t .... u,.. indicates that the boy~ watch 
televioicn slightly more than the ~irlc a.l~1ough ~le differer~e does not 
appear to be signi:!'ico.r.t. !-ie.i. ther the bo:rs r.or the V.rls vary aignificar.tl~ 
from the group as a \thole . 
,• .. t the outset o:' tile study it uas felt that t!'!e \ieather factor 
probably iri'luer..ces the amount of time devoted to viewing television. The 
writer maintains this opirJ.on evet 4 :rou:h in this study a co:1parison of 
the amount of: time spent viewin!! televicion daily witl. tt.t.. weather co!lliitior..s 
for the Heek preceec.ii~t:> •he admir.istra. tion of the inquir.t :!'orm does not 
indicate ar. increase of viewing durine :nclcment cl:cat:c conriitior.n or a 
decrease in vie;;ing durine fair climtic condi tiona . 
It is poss:ble ~1at theoe atudo1ns lmtch only certain pro;r~ 
regardleos of weather conditione ; it is also possible and probable that 
minor variat:.o:cs in weather conditions occurring over a period of one '1'/eek 
do not influence tlle U!llount of televiewing done . However, it is likely 
that seasonal variations in cl:matic conrlitior~ do o.f£ect the amount of 
t. levie'l'ring done . 
Television~ 1 caree. ~1~-~~n-: -- Tele7ision can become a power~ul 
I!lOtivational force in the career plannine of you~~ sir~e mere than half 
(5;.4 per ce t ) of the students ttho participated in the survey indicated 
-~-
that ... ~1 vision has at least eiven them ideas about jobs l'l'hich they I:Jight 
cc~ider as their ~ut~re vocations . In itself this percentage is indicative 
o~ a trend, but it assumes even greater si.:;IJ.-f>icance in vie\'. of the fact 
that as yet, television has not been considered instrumental in or has not 
as one of its goPls the disseminatio~ of occupatio~l infor~tion. 
Table 7 . Degree to which Telev:sion has Helped 
Students l~ Their Vocational Choices 
Has Televitl~on hel.,..,od you Soya Girls Tot. 1 
"lumber Per ~\unbt:r Pel ~7u...bor 
Cent Cent 
(1) ( ~) ( ::1\) (4 ) (5) (6) 
Y..~a 23 14.7 17 7.5 45 
No 162 85. 3 210 92.5 372 
Per 
Cf"nt (7) 
10.8 
89 .2 
Over four fifths of the boys (85., per cent) and girls (92 .5 per cent) 
indicated that television has not helped them make their vocational choices . 
Of this group , the percentage of students wro have not oade their 
vocational choice , regardless of the televiqion factor , is not known. The 
boys ( 14 .7 per cent) and girls ( 7 .5 per cent ) \'tho indicated th t television 
di d help them make their vocational choices were Psked to innic te their 
vocational choices and to list the names of the programs which helped them. 
Figure 1 indicates the occupatior~ and programs listed by the boys . 
Figure 1. Programs which Aided Boys in the Choice of Vocations 
Vocation 
(1) 
Aeromutics 
Agricul turaliat 
Athlete 
Chemical Engineer 
Draftsman 
Electronics 
Milk inspector 
Opera. singer 
Physical Education 
instructor 
Playwrite 
ie.dio technician 
Sports annowx:er 
Television broadcaster 
Tbleviaion technician 
[ • 
ProS!: rams 
( 2) 
Recruiting advertisements for the 
United States Air Force 
Farm Safety Program 
Short films on farming 
All sports 
Baseball in Your Living Room 
Bump Hadley Pitching 
Industry on Parade 
Studio OM 
The !'e. ture of' Things 
The Niture of Things 
iestern films 
Recruiting advertisements which 
illustrate training programs for 
various occupations 
Voice of' Firestone 
Hit Parade 
Toast of the Town 
All sports 
Studio One 
Kraf't Theatre 
Philco Playhouse 
Science on Parade 
All sports 
Step the Husic 
Down ~ou Go 
All nrotcrams 
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Figure 2 i ndicates the occupationn and programs listed by the girls. 
Figure 2 . Programs which Aided Girls in the Choice of Voc~tion 
Vocu.tlon 
1 
Commercial artist 
Dancer 
Model 
Nurse 
Occupational Therapist 
Secretary 
Singer 
Vetimrian 
Town 
Show of Shows 
Hit Parade 
Toast of the Town 
Kate Scith 
One J.!e.n1 s Family 
The Big Payoff 
You and Your Health 
Dramas with hosp · tal a~/or 
nursing backzrounda 
Advertisements indicating the 
need for nuraeo 
RecrJ "ting advertisements 
illustn...ting the noed for ar.d 
dutieo of therapists 
Luc'-zy Strike Theatre 
Schlitz ~layhouae of Stars 
Philco Playhouse 
Stop the -ilsic 
Hit 1'-d.rd.de 
This is Shol. 3ud~ . ;.ass 
Arthur Godfr~y 1 s Talent Scouts 
Original Ama.te..u- Hour 
Oon=L.U.. ty Audi tiv..w 
Living 'ilonders 
Zoo Parade 
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The students wro indicated that television had not helped them make 
their vocational choices were asked if television had given them anf ideas 
about jobs they n.iJlt corwider as tl eir future vocations . Table 8 summarizes 
the responses to this item. 
Table 8 . Degree to which Television Has Given 
Students Ideas about Jobs They l·!.i~ht 
Consider as Future Vocations 
Tel evision ~ives i deas Bo s Girls Tota 
Number Per Numb~r Per Number 
Cent Cent 
(l) (2) ( ~ ) ( 4 ) ' (5 ) (6 ) 
Yes 8~ 51.2 95 45 .2 178 
No 19 48 .8 115 54.8 194 
Per 
Cent 
(7) 
47 .8 
92.2 
Study of Table 8 sho'tts that almost one half (47 .8 per cent ) of the 
students who indicated that television did not help them make their 
vocational cboices indicated that television did give them ideas about 
occupations . The percentage is higher for t.he boys than for t.he girls as 
was the case in the group of students who i ndicated television helped them 
make their vocational choices . 
It is apparent that television cannot be disregarded as a means of 
distributing occupatior..al information or as a factor in the career planning 
of young peopl e . The results of this study sho~: that television has 
actually helped so!!le students make their vocational choices and has given 
many more students ideas about jobs they might consider as future vocations . 
It is probable that the potency of television in career planning will be 
increased considerabl y when and if programs are produced specifically for 
this purpose . 
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Relative importance attached to televisiona--If we are to understand 
and ctitically evaluate the role television is playing in the lives of 
school children, and if we are to devise ways and means by which television 
can be used constructively in the field of education, it is essential 
that we find out how important students consider television to be in 
comparison with other activities . Table 9 summarizes the responses to the 
question, "In what order do you feel the following enrich or contribute to 
your lifet" 
Table 9. &nk Order of Importance Attached to 
Television and Other Activities 
Activity Rank Order 
Boys Girls 
(1) ( 2 ) ( ?) 
Religion 2 1 
School l 2 
Newspapers 4 , 
Sports , 9 
Television 5 4 
:Radio 6 5 
Movies 9 6 
l%tgazines 7 8 
Group activities 8 7 
Boys and Girl s 
(4) 
1 
2 , 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
It should be noted that in the case of the boys and girls individually 
and for the boys and girls combined school and religion were ranked 
extremely close together in either first or second position. The difference 
between the second position activity and the third position activity- sports 
for the boys and newspapers for the girls and for the total group - was 
noticeably large . In each instance the fourth and following position 
activities followed closely after the previous position. 
It is not difficult to explain the extremely high ranking of religion 
school. The former is a reflection of the houe background and parents 
which are in all probability the most potent of all environmental 
influences. The latter is an activity in which these young people 
have participated with greater regularity and forma~ more years than a~ 
other activity listed . 
It is interesting to note that according to sex the responses vary 
significantly in the ranld.ng of sports and movies. The former was ranked 
third by the boys and ninth by the girls , but fourth by the boys and 
girls combined . Hovies were ranked ninth by the boys and sixth by the 
girls , but were ranked seventh by the entire group. Perhaps, the moat 
important indication for education is that al~1ough television is the 
newest means of communication listed, its rank order position of importance 
for the students in the group has ascended to a level surpassing ~1at of 
radio, movies , magazir~s, and group activities . 
Ti~ spent in :reading&-In order to determine the degree to which 
various types of reading material have been affected by television view:Db, 
the students were a.aked, 11Do you read ooro , less, or the Sa.tle as before 
you obtained a telavision? 11 Table 10 summari~es the responses to the 
various types of reading material according to the time allotted to each 
one . 
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Table 10. Time Spent in Reading Since Viewing Television 
T-.r1."' of l~terial and Boy G.:rls Total 
~o Allotted to it 
l~er T.\ Cent l!u:.:.:.bt' r Per Cent 1\unber PerCe nt 
(l) (2) { "Y) ( J ) ('5) 1 6l (7) 
Ool.Uc Books 
Uore 8 4 .2 10 4.4 1.'\ 4.:; 
Leao 105 55 . :; 1:;6 59.9 241 57 .8 
S!Ulle 77 40.5 81 55 . 7 158 yr .9 
Newspapers 
!rore 81 42 .6 56 24 .8 lrf )2 .8 Leso 10 5 . :; 31 1}. 6 9.8 
Same 99 52 ., 140 61.6 2"7) 57 .4 
School Books 
:Ore 21 11.1 10 4 .4 51 7.4 
Less ''2 22.1 42 18.5 84 20.1 
Same 1"'~7 66 . 0, 175 77.1 ;<>2 72.5 
:f.hgazines 
!rare 41 21.6 35 lh .6 74 17 .7 
Leas 54 28 .4 67 29 .6 121 29.0 
Samo 95 50.0 ~?7 55 .8 222 55· 5 
Library Books 
J.1ore 28 14.7 "57 16.:; 65 15 .6 
Leas 62 ;)2 .6 81 :;5.7 14:; :;4.:; 
Sru.;.a 100 '52 .7 109 48.0 20Q "iO .1 
A study of Tabl~ 10 shows that a majority of the students in the 
group as a whole reported that they read the same amount of newspapers , 
school books , ma.5 uzinea, and library books as they read before viewlJ16 
television. The largest percentase was indicated for school books. Also , 
a similar majority of ~1ese students reported reading fewer cocic ~ooks 
since viewi~ television. It is osaible to infer that since other types 
of reading materials were available before the advent of television, it is 
replacing or becoming a substitute for the comic book. Of the renaining 
minority of students , a scant percentage reported readine more cor.lic and 
school books, while a majority indicated that they read fewer school books, 
magazines , and library books, but the eame amount of comic books and 
considerably t:lore newspapers . The high percentage of students who 
indicated that they read more newspapers is puzzling, and there does not 
seem to be an apparent cause for it, but the trend is indicated for both 
the boys and girls individuall y, and for the t wo groups combined . Also, 
there does not seem to be an apparent reason for the trend to be very 
~ch stronger with the boys than with the girls , but such is the case . 
Further study of Tabl e 10 rlll suggest the following trends for the 
boys and girls who participated in the study. A larger percentage of boys 
than girls indicated that they read more newspapers , school books , and 
magazines since viewing television. A larger percentage of :.o.irls than 
boys indicated that they read fewer newspapers , since viewing television. 
A larger percentage of boys than girls indicated that they read the same 
amount of library and comic books, while a larger percentage of tirls than 
boys reported reading the same amount of ne\·rspapers , school bootrs , and 
mabrzines since viewing television. 
I t is evident that television has made inroads into the amount of 
time students devote to reading . The resul ts of this study indicate that 
a majority of students read the same amount since viewing television. Of 
t he remaining minority, a larger :nw::.Ler of students indicated tha.t they 
read less than indicated that they read t:20re sir~e viewing television. 
Althoueh this be t he case , te l evision still does not appear to be a serious 
threat to the literacy of our students . In fact , there is some indication 
that if utilized skillfUlly, television may become a powerful motivating 
force for reading. 
Television and horneworks--The advent of television brought along with 
it the necessity of readjustment of certain habits in the daily living 
pattern. One of these habits is the scheduling of homework. By 
summarizing the responses to ~~e question, "When do you do your homework? " 
Table 11 illustrates the effect of television on the scheduling of homework 
by the students . 
Table 11. Effect of Television on the Scheduling of Homework 
Time Boys Girls Total 
Number Per Number Per Number Per 
Cent Cent Cent 
( 1) (2 ) { 3) {4) {5) {6) (7} 
Before watching 
television 138 72.6 186 81.9 ;24 77.6 
After watching 
television 17 ~ 8 .9 12 5 .4 29 6.9 Between watching 
television 6 ; . 2 9 ;.9 15 ; .6 
\'ihile watching 
television 6 ;.2 11 4 .9 17 4.1 
Other 23 12. 1 9 3.9 32 ~J_ 
Table 11 shows that more than three quarters of all the students 
indicated that they do homework before watching television. Of the 
re~IBining minority, approximately the same percentage of students indicated 
that they do homework while watching television or between television 
programs . Larger, but also approximately equal percentages indicated 
that they do homework after watching television or at times other than 
those listed . The responses of the students who indicated that they do 
homework at times other than those listed "'ere divided among replies such 
as, 11at work11 , 11in or before school 11 , and "never do homework11 • The 
and girls individually closely follow the responses 
=-======= =======~======~ 
of the group as a whole . Hotrever, 9 .,J per cent more girls than buys 
indicated that they do hooework before watcliDb television, while 8.2 
per cent more 'boys than girls ind:cated that they do homework at tii!IBs 
other than those listed. 
Al~1ough indications are that a majority of stud nt +eleviewero do 
homaworl: before watc:11ng television, c.n analysis of the response s to the 
quea ... · vr , "Does televi~"ton interfere with the completion of your homo\.;ork7 " 
indicates that television does interfere with the completion of homework. 
Table 12 s~rizes the responses to t his question. 
Table 12. Extent to which Telcviaio~ Int~rferes 
with the Complet ion o~ P.o~work 
Extort Bovs Gj ~lP Tota 
Nut1ber Per fJont :~her Per Cent l:u...ilier 
(1) (2) ( 3) {1'1 (5} (6) 
Nev6r 57 ;o.o t; 27 .6 120 
Often 17 8.9 8 ; .4 25 
col.:.eti::es 69 ;r.4 A5 :;7.4 154 
&rely 47 24 .7 71 711 .6 118 
Per Cent 
(7) 
28 .8 
6.0 
)6 .9 
28 . 3 
Of the total responses, 2;8 or 57.1 per cent of the students indicated 
th~t television never or or~y rarely interferes with the completion of their 
homework. On the other her~ , it is signif:cant to note that 179 or 42.9 
per cent or sl:Lhtly more than four out of ten students indicated that 
television interferes with the completion of their homework s ometi~s or 
oi'ten. Ar. cxa.ltination of these figure le .... ds to the e.osumption that for 
even some of ~1e studcr.ts tlhc do • on:;e"rork before watching television as 
\·;ell as for students uho schedule homework at other tili.es , television 
does interfere with tl1e cc~pletion of hoaework. TI1e responses o~ ... , e boys 
and girls i=rlividually follow closely the pattern of responses ~de y the 
group as a whole . iio't:ever, more than two times as !lla."'zy' boys a:. ,sirls 
indicated that television often interferes ~·ith tho completion of homework, 
while about seven per cent more girls tr~n boys iudicated that television 
rarely interferes with the completion of homework. 
Study of Tables 11 and 12 shows that although a majority of students 
indicated that they do hocework before viewino television, it does 
interfere with tl.e completion of homettor'~. 
Television ~~ school work1--In ~waring the question, "Does 
television help you in school work? " Table 13 shows th~t slighly more than 
half of the ctudents replied in the affirmative. A comparison of the boys 
with girls and of each of these groupe .,;ith the total group shows 
remarkable consistency. 
Derree 
( 1 ) 
Yes 
No 
Table 1;. Degree to wtich Television Helps 
Students in School \'lork 
Bovs Girls 
1Tw:.!ber Per Cent l-:rumber Per Cent 
( ? ) (~ _(_41 l5J 
109 57.4 125 55 .1 
81 42 .6 102 44J 2_ 
Tota 
number (6) 
2;4 
18_3_ 
Per Cent. 
(7) 
56.1 
43.9 
Continuing, the question was asked, 11If you answered 11Yes 11 , please 
give some examples of how television helps you." Figure ; is a 
representative list of the responses cor£erning television programs as an 
aid to school work. 
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Figure ; . Student Opini u Regarding Educe. tional 
Value of Television Programs 
By watching television, I have learned J:la.n;y' new words 
and improved '!!'¥ speech habits . 
On most of the forums economic and political problems 
are discussed . This helps us Wlderstand the basic 
issues of the day. 
In biology we have talked about several thiDbs, but 
the teacher did not have aJV specimens . I saw some 
on television and could discuss them in class. 
Once in a while a person on television makes a 
statement I never knew. In this way television 
increases ~ knowledge . 
On the program, 11Youth Wants to Know", different boys 
and girls interview local officials about different 
problelllS of local government which is something we 
don1 t learn about in school . 
The qU:z programs always have questions about histor.y 
or geography. 
The prograos with large r1~hestras give you more knowledge 
about music and musical : netruments . 
Television does not help me in schoo_ ... ,ork, but some of tho 
dramas help me to understand the problems of real life. 
Some of the plays give me a chance to criticize what 
other people write . 
In social studies we discuss current events and 
television is good for source material . 
News programs increase ~ knowledge of world affairs. 
l-1alJIY plays deal tri th historical topics which we study 
in school. The plays help me understand the school 
work and vice-versa. 
Sometime• a play by Shakespeare is shown on televisio~ 
This hel ps me understand him when we study one of his 
plays in English. 
Science fiction appeals to the iJ:la.gination. 
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Figure 5, Student Opinion F.egarding Educational 
Value of Television Pro~rams (continued) 
Discussion programs give you a chance to see and 
hear the opinions of edi tore and congressmen. By 
hearing the pro and con, you can make up your own 
mind about mey issues . 
Travelogues help me learn about foreign countries 
and foreign people . 
The cril:le programs show that crime does not pay. 
Some of the plays use war themes; this and pictures 
of Korea illustrate the horrors of ~~r. 
Once I ~aw a travelogue about the different sights 
in Rome and at the time I was studying about Rome 
in Ancient History. I did not have to study so 
hard because the picture of everything seemed to 
stick in ~ head. 
Before obtaining a television set, I would keep 
putting off rt13' homework. !tow I feel guilty if 
I don1t get it finished before watching television. 
Discusaion programs g1 ve me a basis from which we 
can have our O'l'm discussion. 
ia.tching the United Nations helped me to better 
understand our world problem. 
Dramas and stories based O; .. historical incidents 
help me understand American history better. 
Since watching television, I know more about foreign 
countries and through discussion programs I have 
some k.no'I'Tledge of politics . 
It helps me understand how other people live and 
wor k . 
Television has improved ~ English. 
Television helps me to choose ideas on which I write 
stories or essays for English. It also helpd increase 
1IW' vocabulary. 
I watch forums on which boys and girl• discuss outwardly 
their views and compare my opinions with those of the 
people on the 
It is interesting to note that the majority of responses express the 
feeling that certain kinde of programs were an aid to learning and/or 
understanding class work. No one expressed the opinion that television is 
replacing, or will in j;.he future replace class-room work. The kinds of 
progro.!llS mentioned must frequently as an aid to school work were fonms or 
panel type programs on which are discueaed contempore.~ issues, news 
broadcasts , travelogues whioh show economic and social condi tiona in 
foreign lands, and plays and dramas especially those with historical back-
grounds. 
Continuing, the students were asked to name a specific program which 
had helped the~ in Engliah, social studies, oathematics, science, physical 
education, shop, ho~ economics , and a~ other subject. Figure 4 lists the 
specific programs named for various subject matter courses . 
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Figure 4. Specific Prog~ which ided Subject atter Courses 
Course 
(1) 
English 
Social Studies 
!-~thematic a 
Science 
Physical Education 
Shop 
Home Economics 
I.fuaic 
Pro""nc::lS 
{ 2 ) 
Studio One 
Philcc Playhouse 
Quiz Kids 
·fuo Said That 
News Caravan 
It ' s News to ie 
See It Now 
l~ot the Preso 
Quiz ?...:.de 
ur.:t ... d nations 
Industry on Parade 
Science Sketches 
Quiz Kids 
Kraft The" tre 
Lucky Stri1 g Theatre 
.i;eet the Pres:J 
'tzer Prize 
Playhouse 
The Big Picture 
Hallmark Hall of Fame 
You Bet Your Life 
/~rican Forum of the 
Air 
llightly Uewsteller 
Twenty ~eotione 
·:ra.f't Theatre 
Dr. &y K. t-nrahall 
You Bet Your Life 
Living 'ionders Zoo Parade 
Sci~nce Sketches Dr. Roy K. Marshall 
n.o Nature of Things What ln the orld 
Hr. fizard Sc.:.er..ce on Parade 
Strane;er than Fiction You As~:.ed for It 
Seeing is Believing See It l~w 
You and Yo~ Health Space Cadet 
Telos of TomorrOif 
You and Your Hoo.lt..~ Sports 
Ba9eba.ll in Your Arthur ~urray 
Living Room 
Better Homes 
F\m with Food 
At Hoce with 
Mildred Carlson 
Shopping Views 
Industry on Parade 
Voice of Firestone 
f et the hsters 
Horman Brokenshire 
Betty Crocker 
Du.n..estic D-iary 
Better Homes 
l!ame. 
Ford Festival 
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From a.n emminn.tlon of the rospo~es, this wri tor is of the opinion 
~hat tele7iaion certainly is an aid to the educ~tional process. ~h~ of 
the p .. oograma rtruned are educa.tioml .:..n nature . Ho;-tever, this aid could bo 
increased co1~iderably if more of the programs listed were planr~d with an 
educational objective in mind and executed under the supervision of 
competent , professional personnel. 
FreauE>ncy of vie\·t.i.ng various tynes of progrru::lS s-Table 14 shows a 
complete recordin; of the responses to the item, 11Pleaae check in the 
appropriate col~ the programs you watchs (1) regularly or frequentlyj 
( 2) sometimes; (~) ~rely or never." 
~ 
Study of Table 14 shows the rank order of frequency of viewin[:; various 
kinde of progracs regularly or fre~uently bJ the tota l group to be comedy-
variety, playa and dr\J.lll8.1 adventure- t;Ystery-crime, feature fill:lu , sports, 
music , ne\\S broadcasts, quiz give a\l'aya and audience participation, 
western films, discassion programs, d~ime serials , and children' s programs. 
A reversal of this order wi~~ news broadcasts movino to a position between 
feature films and sports would give the rank order of frequency of viewing 
the various kinds of programs rarely or never . The kinds of programs which 
are viewed regularly or frequently by a majority of the students are 
comedy- variety (69 .5 per cent ), and pl ays and drama (57.~ per cent) . Also, 
significant because of t.~e minority of students who indicated that they 
vie,., them regularly or frequently are discussion programs (8.9 per cent), 
daytime serials (5 .5 per cent), and children' s programs ( 1 . 2 per cent ). On 
the other hand , those kinds of programs viewed rarely or never by a maj ority 
of the students are children' s programs (87 . 1 per cent), daytioo serials 
(7~ .2 per cent) , and discussion programs (5~.2 per cent) . Also 
DO~tor ~nJ\er~J~Y 
~c~9ol of ta~ca•1en 
......._ 1-fbr&ry 
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because of the minority of students who indicated that thoy view them 
rarely or never are plays and drw:r.a ( 8 .6 per ce.!~ ) , adventure-!11\Y'stery-
crime (6.7 per cent) , and comedy-variety (; .6 per cent). 
The only instance in which a. nnjorlty of th,. students ii'.dicated that 
they view a. particular type of progl'9.!Il someti~s ie the 50.8 per cent of 
the students who reported that they view news broadcasts sometimes . 
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Table 14. Frequency of Viewing Various Kinds of Programs 
Kinds of Programs Frequency of Viewing 
Regularly or Frequently Sometimes ~arely or Never 
Boys Girls Total Boys 110-rls Total Boys Girls Total 
---------miN--um:--.loe..t'~e,._r4i~N,....·'I.Dll- --1'....,...,.,.., Pier~..,.,l'Jlum=r.l:'er ~umt-l'er N'I.Dllt-.Per IN'I.Dll Per ~um-wer [-~um- ll'er !~um· rer 
lber pent ber Cent ber Cent be l- Cen11ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
(1) 1'2) 
1
\3) 1(4) (5) (6) (7) (tl (9) IOJ (ll) (12 (130(141(15) (16;j{17J (lB \19J 
Adventure - ~ystery - 102 [53 . 7 98 ~3 .2 ~00 ~7 . 9 76 ~o .o P-3 ~9.8 "'89 ~5 .4 12 6.3 16 7 .o 28 6. 7 
Crime 
Sparta 127 66.8 50 22.0 177 42. 4 49 25.8 ~01 44.5 ~50 ~5 .9 14 7.4 76 3.5 90 21. 7 
Discussion programs 20 10.5 17 7.5 37 8. 9 67 35 .3 91 40.1 ~58 ~7. 9 103 ~4.2 ll9 ~2.4 222 ~3 .2 
Quiz, Give-aways 
Audience participa- 34 17.9 78 34.4 112 26 .9 93 48. 9 115 50.7 208 49.8 63 ~3.2 34 ~.9 97 23 .3 
tion 
D~ime serials 10 5.3 13 5.7 23 5.5 42 22 .1 47 20. 7 89 21.3 138 72 .6 167 7 3.6 305 73. 2 
Cameqy - Variety ll8 62.1 172 75.8 290 69.5 65 34. 2 47 20. 7 112 26. 9 7 3. 7 8 3.5 15 3.6 
News broadcasts 72 37. 9 62 27.3 134 32. 2 87 45.8 125 55.1 212 50. 8 31 16.3 40 ~7.6 71 17.0 
Feature films 71 37.4 ll1 48 . 9 182 43 .6 85 44. 7 83 36 .6 168 40.3 34 17. 9 33 ~.5 67 16.1 
Western films 45 23 . 7 54 23 .8 99 23. 7 87 45.8 84 37. 0 171 41. 0 58 30.5 89 ~9.2 147 35.3 
Plays, Drama 69 36. 3 170 74. 9 239 57 .3 94 49. 5 48 21.2 142 34.1 27 14. 2 9 3.9 36 8.6 
Children' s programs 3 1.6 2 .90 5 1. 2 19 10.0 30 13. 2 49 11. 7 168 88.4 195 85 .9 363 87 .1 
11 
lluaic 51 26.8 100 44.1 151 36. l 75 39. 5 96 42 .3 171 4l. c 64 33.7 31 13.6 95 22 . 8 
~ lN 
'I 
The responses of the boys and girls individually follow closely the 
pattern established by the group no a whole , although noticeable variations 
do exist. The boys ranked sports as the programs viewed with the greatest 
regularity or frequency while the g:rls ranked sports ninth. Also, the 
boys ra.nl.ted plays and drama sixth, whil e the girls ranked them second. 
Those kinds of programs which are watched regularly or frequently by a 
majority of the boys are sports (66.8 per cent), comedy- variety (62 .1 per 
cent ) and adventure- '!I!Ystery-crime (55.7 per cent~. A majority of the girls 
indicated that they regularl~ or frequently view comedy~ariety (75 .8 per 
cent) and plays and dramas ( 7 L .9 per cent) . Similarly, the boys ranked 
sports tenth in order of frequen::y of programs viewed rarely or never 1 
while the girl s ranked sports fifth . Also, the boys ranked music fourth 
while the girls ranked it ninth . The progratlS viewed rarely or never by a 
.majority of the boys and girls are , 'lotith only slight variations in 
percentages , the same as those viewed rarely or never by the group as a 
whole as listed above . 
Indications are U1at comedy-variety, plays and drama, and adventure-
mystery, crime are the kinds of programs viewed l'tith the greatest 
regularity or frequoncll' • Also , a majority of the students indicated that 
they rarely or never view children1 s programs , da~~ime serials , and 
discussion programs . 
Types of programs enjoyed most and least s--At the outset of the study, 
it was felt that , because of the availability, the kinde of programs viewed 
most often might not be the ones students enjoy most . Also , the writer 
wished to obtain a more specific program rating in addition to the rating 
based on the frequency with which students view variour types of programs . 
~-
With these two ideas in mind, the students tTere asked to list in order of 
preference the ld.nds of programs they enjoy most and the kinds they enjoy 
l~ast . Table 15 summarize~ the responses to this item. 
Table 15. &nlc Order of Kinds of Programs 
Enjoyed f.Iost by the Boys and Girls 
Kind of Program Rank: Order 
Boys Girls 
{1) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) 
Comedy- Variety 2 1 
Adventure- l·wst ery- -
Orime 1 
' Plays ; Dre..Dri 6 2 
Feature Films 4 6 
I·~SiC 7 5 
Sports 
' 
8 
Quiz, Give at~ays , 
Audience Partici-
pation 8 4 
News Broadcasts 5 7 
\iestern Films 9 10 
Discussion Programs 10 12 
Daytime Serials ll 9 
Children' s Pro£rams 12 11 
Total 
(4 ) 
l 
2 
' 4 5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
The specific t ypes of pr ograms enj oyed most are (1) adventure-~stery­
crime by the boys , and comedy~ariety by the girls , (2 ) comedy- variety by 
the bays , and plays and drama by the girl s , ( ' ) sports by the boys , and 
adventure-~stery-crime by the girls . The specific types of programs 
enj oyed least are ( 1) children' s programs by the boys and discussion 
programs by the girls , (2 ) daytime serials by the boys , and children' s 
programs by the girls , ( ' ) discussion programs by the boys and western 
fil ms by the girls . It is interesting to note that Table 15 and Table 14 
show that the boys , as is expected, rate sports significantly higher than 
t he girl s , while the girls rate plays and drama and quiz, give-aways , 
audience participation significantly higher than the boys . 
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Further comparison of the t wo tables indicates little basis for the 
assumption that tl'>e programs vie· ed most often might not be the ones 
enjoyed most . This comparison shows that with minor variations, the kinds 
of programs enjoyed most are the sa.ma kindo viel'led with the greatest 
regul arity or fro que my. The most signifi ant variation is in the case 
of the boys a ~jori~y of whom indicated sports , conedJ-Variety, and 
adventure-~stery-erime , in this order, as the kinds of programn viewed 
regularly or frequently . However, in the rank order of programs enjoyed 
I:lOst , the boys listed adventure-II\'{atory-e rime in first position, comedy-
variety second, a.nd sports in third poei tion. It follows that the kiDde 
of ~rograms enj oyed least are those viewed rarely or never by a. majority 
of the students . 
Favorite programs s--The rank order or the ten apecif' c programs 
enj oyed coet by the boys and girls can be seen in Table 16. 
Table 16. Ra.nl· Or der of Fa.vori te Programs 
NL.le of'Proyram &nk Order 
'P YS ! Girls 
(1) ( 2 ) { ::;) 
Ool gate Comedy Hour 1 2 
I Love Lucy 2 1 
Red Slcel ton 3 Baseball 4 
Cavalcade of Sports 5 Dragnej< c 10 
~! ow of Shows 7 4 Racket Squad A 
Night Owl Theatre 9 Cavalcade of Stars 10 I 
Arthur Godfrey 1 s Talent Scouts 3 Lucky Stri'"c T':eatre 5 Kraft Theatre 6 
Hit Parade 7 
Philco Play ouse 8 
Arthur Godfrey and his Friends 
_9__ 
When t abulating the responses to the item asld.ng the students to list 
their favorite programs, the name of almost every program appeared . The 
ten l'lB.mes that were mentior.ed most frequently are listed in Table 16. After 
the Colgate Comedy Hour and I Love Lucy "hich are the two beet liked programs 
of the boys and girls, the two groups diverge in their favorite programs 
except for Dragnet which was ranked sixth by the boys and tenth by the 
girls , and Show of Shows which was ranked seventh by the boys and fourth 
by the girl s . Also it is interest~ng to note that both prograins of Arthur 
Godfrey appear on the list of girls ' favorites , but r~ither appears as a 
favorite program of the boys . Both the boys and girls indicate comedy-
variety as the programs enjoyed most . Following comedyMVariety the trend 
of the boys is toward sports followed by adventure-mystery-crime . Si~larly, 
following comedy-variety the trend of the girls is toward plays and drama. 
A comparison of the pattern of choices made by the boys with the rank order 
of the ld.nd of programs enjoyed most and w1 th the frequency of viewing 
various kinds of programs reveals inconsistency. I n each of the three 
cases , sports , comedy-variety, and adventure-~stery-crice are indicated 
at the top, but in each case the order of listing is different . There seenu;l 
to be no apparent reason for this inconsistency, but it is probably due t o 
the imperfect r eliability of both the inquiry for.n and the boys themselves . 
I f this be the case, one must ask why a simil ar consistency does not occur 
in the case of the girls . 
Bor i ng programs a--The students were also asked to list the names of the 
programs which do not interest them or which in their opinion are boring. 
Again the name of almost every pro5~ appeared . Table 17 lists in order 
the t en names of the prog~ which were listed most frequently by the boys 
and the gi rls . 
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Table 17. Rank Order of Boring Programs 
Name of Pro.e:ram Rank Order 
Boyo Girls 
{1 ) { 2 ) ( 3 ) 
Texaco Star Theatre 1 l 
Howdy Doody 2 2 
ll.eet the Press ;I 5 
Kate Smith 4 
Tioe for Beanie 5 7 
Kraft Theatre 6 
Li ghts Out 7 4 
Toast of the Town 8 
\'l'estern Playhouse 9 10 
Voice of Firestone 10 
Super Circus ; 
Baseball 6 
Fulda, Fran and Ollie 8 
Cl audia 9 
An examination of Table 17 shows that in the opinion of both the boys 
and girls l·fil ton Ber le has the most boring program and is followed by 
Howdy Doody. Other programs listed by both groups are Yset the Press 
which was ranked third by the boys and fifth by the girls . Time for Beanie 
w'llich was ranked fifth by the boys a.r.d seventh by the girls , Lie..hts Out 
which was ranked seventh by the boys and fourth by the girls , and Western 
Pl ayhouse which was ranked ninth and tenth by the boys and girls respectively. 
'rhere are no defi nite trends for either the boys or the girls , although 
both groups indicate a dislike f or children' s programs of the puppet 
variety. 
Opinions concerning the values of televisions--on the last page of the 
inquiry tom •pace WBJJ provided for the atudenta to write any comments they 
wished to make concerning the values of t.eleviaion. The opinions listed in 
ipuoe 5 are representative of the mey com:::1.ents that were made . 
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.... . "' s• d "'" ,... . . "" . ....h ,r 1 O'l.gurt.; 6 • .. u e ...... , · -.-unD vO.J'"' - --x e . a. ··.e 
In "':q o ... .:.~ .. m t"le~·iaiou ls only c. -"'hod of rola.xat.:.oTl '1.0 .... a med.i.u:.:1 
of educa.t.:.on. It interrupts, slowz .iv m , or completely upsets howe-
t.ork sched...J.es . 
I think that television is a relaxat.:.an for u.lmost everyone and in the 
e.LII.i it saves mono~r , keeps families .:.. ... .t "ll.J..t together and helrs 
people in conversation. It gives yo ... lots to talk about and ~eeps you 
in touch with the outoide world . I don1 t thinl.: there should 1 e aey 
charnels set aside for educational programs because people w0uld not 
be interested in ~hem. There is a sufficient amount of' educ~tional 
programs now. 
I miPJ the l.:.vely, enriching co~craationr that used to oc~ur ~ng 
people ( row all the-J do is turn on the tel evision oets) . I be 1.ieve 
that too ma.ey people are l::.vil\., in a v .... c..n.u:1 (rot reac:."t.> books or 
newspapers , j~o~.at natching television) . Finally, '~"'aey of us are loosing 
our · -B.0l..-tio~ , and by Wb.tcU,;.:cg television so o"'te.1, our op.:.nione 
an:. fol""llUlated for us . I would ratl.er do my own thind.ng. 
My reason for l ::.kin.:; television ia that the family is together more. 
I think that when a program relating to school wor'c is fe. ..... ti.U'ed, the 
teacher should give us an assignment based on the ~xogram :nstead of' 
regular home\'tork. 
Some of' the ' programs on television have helped me to better understand 
rr.ry school subj ects such as English and history . Especially useful are 
the dramas and _ lays with a histor c or literary background . 
I think that television is very educational and it would be more 
ef'f'c.,..tive if the educational progrru::ts ·.-tere pr~s~n.ted at tho most 
suitable titDe so that !!!Ore people could watch them. 
I think the school should put on the daily bulletin acything that will 
be on t elevision ~t will be of' use to the students . 
I t hink that the school should sponsor a program taking a different 
topic each \·teek to encourage llome study. 
I think that t elev ision woul d be more enj oyable if' there were more 
shows about high school age students . 
I thi nk educational shows should replace horror and puppet shows . 
I thinY the school s should sponsor programs that would interest the 
teen-agers of' today such as the problems of' teen-abers . They should 
conduct a panel with teen-age guests presenting and d:scussing their 
problems . Ther e are many discussion programs on television but I 
haven' t seen any that deal with teen:agers . 
I think they should have programs on tel evision about school work. I 
aan program& in the form of stories . There could be ma.ey such programs 
Je~ling with such subjects as English, occupations, history, physical 
education. t he lives of f'aw~us neonle , and so on. 
In general , the students seem to be of the opinion that television is 
an asset to education and that the school should encourage students to 
view t hose programs relatiDg to subject matter courses . Also, the students 
indicated that they would enjoy seeing more programs dealing with the 
probl ema of people in their own age group. 
CHAFTERV 
SUl·!MARY AliD ~ONJLUSIONS 
1. FINDI IDS 
I n order to obtain data for t.'lis study, an inquiry form lms 
administered t o 417 s t udents of t he tenth, e1e~nth, and twel fth grades in 
Somerville High School , Somervi l le, l~ssachusetts . The responses to the 
i nquiry form were amlyzed . The results are as follows ' 
1 . All of the students who participated in the survey watch 
television . Of this total, 88 .6 per cent watch television 
at home. 
2. There is a trend to watch television lese and lese as the 
length of the period of t el evision ownership increases . 
; . The novelty aspect of television appears to be slight for 
both the boys and girls . 
4 . By examining printed lists of program schedules and through 
habit are the methods of sel ecting the programs viewed by 
a ma j ority (62. } per cent) of the students . 
5 . The average vi ewing time t.fonday t hrough Friday was 2 . 18 hours , 
Saturday ; . 08 hours , and SUDie.y ; .52 hours . The weekly viewing 
total was 17.52 hours and the daily mean was 2 .50 hours . 
6. The boys vi ew tel evision slightl y more t han the girls . 
7. A maj ority of the students (5;.4 per cent) indicated that television 
had at least given tham ideas about future vocations , while 46 .6 
per cent indicated t.~t televieion had not helped them in career 
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planning. 
8 . Of the st·.1dents who indicated that television had at least given 
them ideas about future vocations , 10.8 per cent reported that 
television actually helped them make their vocational choices . 
9. In comparison with several other· means of communication, television 
was ranked fifth by the students . Ranked above television were 
religion, school , newspapers, and sports . Ranked below television 
were radio, movies, magazines, and group activities . 
10. A majority of the students indicated that they read the same 
amount of newspapers , school book!:' , I:lB.gazines, and library books 
as they read before viel'lil16 television. A similar majority 
reported reading fetter comic books since vie\·Ting television. 
11 . The largest per cent of the students (77 .6 per cent) reported 
they do hocawork before viewing television. 
12. The greatest per cent of the students (;6.9 per cent) indicated 
tl1at television interferes with the completion of homework some-
times , 28.8 per cent reported that television never interferes 
trith the completion of homework; 28 . ; per cent reported that 
television rarely interferes with the completion of homework; 
only 6.0 per cent indicated that television often interferes with 
the completion of homework. 
1;. Twice as maey boys as girls indicated th_t television often 
interferes with the completion of homework. 
14. A majority of tr.e students (56.1 per cent) r eported that television 
helped them in school work. 
15. Tre kinds of programs mentioned most frequently as being an aid 
to school work were forums or panel type programs, new broadcasts , 
travelogues , and pl ays and dr~s . 
16. Indications are that sports , comedy-variety and adventure- mystery-
crime are the ld.nds of programs viewed with the greatest 
regularity or frequency by a majority of the boys . Comedy-variety 
and plays and dra.na are the kinds of programs viewed with the 
greatest regularity or frequency ~ a majority of the girls . 
17. A majority of both the boys and girls indicated thPt they rarely 
or never vielf children' s programs , dayt.:.I!le aerials, and discussion 
programs . 
18 . The specific types of programs enjoyed ~oat are (1) adventure-
mystery-cri~ by the boys , and comedy-variety by the girls , (2) 
comedy-variety by the bo;,.s,a.nd plays and drama by the ._. ' rls , (?) 
s1orts by the bo~e , and advcnture~stery-crime by the girls . 
19 . The specific types of programs enjoyed least are (1) children' s 
programs by the boys , ~nd diacussion programs by the girls, ( 2 ) 
dayti~e serials by the boys , and cl1ildren1 s prog~ by the girls, 
(?) discussion programs by ti1e boys, and western films by the 
girlo . 
20 . In reporting favorite programs , Colgate Conady Hour and I Lo7e 
Lucy are first and second in importance for the boys , and second 
and first in importance for the gi rls . Follmring, these two 
programs for tne boys are Red Skelton, baseball, arA ~1e 
CQ,valcade of Sport.s , ard for the girls are Arthur Godfrey ' s Talent 
Scouts , Show of Sho~s , arA the Lucky Strike Theatre , 
21 . Both the boys and the girls named Texaco Star Theatre and Howdy 
Doody as the moat bori~ programs . Follol'Ting thece programs for 
the boys are l·ieet the Preas , Y.a.te Smith, and Ti::Je for Beanie, and 
for the girls , S ... pe r Ci...cus , Lip:htr Out , and l·!eet the Press . 
22. In general , .... he students seem to be of the opinion that televisior • 
.; e an asset to education and that the school should encourage 
students to view those prog~s relating to subject ~tter courses . 
Also , the students indicated that they would enjoy seeing more 
programs dealine with the problems of people in their our.. age group. 
2 . LititatioLO of the Study 
1 . Because this ia a master ' s th~sis , and because of restrictions in 
time and rr:.oney, only one com:nuni ty was used in the survey. 
2 . The students \lho participated in the survey \'tere not chosen by 
random sample techniques, rut uere in classes felt to be 
rep~sentative of the total school population. 
3· Any study can not be more accurate than either the instrument used 
to gather data or the persons responding to the instrument. neither 
the inquiry form used ::.n this study nor the students who respoilded 
to it can be regarded as perfectly reliable . At best , only trends 
can be indicated . 
; . Suggestions for Further Research 
1 . A o::.milar study with other groupe to verif'y or negate the r esults 
of this study . 
2 . A study to determine the rele.tionsr.d.p, if aey , between I Q. and 
tel evision viewing habits . 
3· A study to detor.cine the relatior~hip , if aey, between socio-
c 
economc status and television viewing habits. 
4. An analysis of the pro6 rams enjoyed ~st and those enjoye1 least. 
5. '!he construction of units ol'! d.i.scrin:i.nation in the selection of' 
programs . 
6. A study of the activities which have suffered since television. 
7. An e.r.alysis of the programs named l:y the students as aids to 
school work. 
8 . A study of the affect of television on individual and fe.n.ily 
recreation. 
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APPENDIX 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.. 
_, 
In The Dark 
We at Boston University realize that the arrival of tele-
vision as a means of mass communication has broad implications for 
education. By reserving specific channels for educational programs 
only, the Federal Government has also recognized the potential value 
of television in education. By granting time for you to answer the 
following questions , your school has recognized the relationship of 
television to education. 
Many surveys have been made to determine students' radio lis-
tening habits, but it is essential that we understand the students' 
ideas and reactions to this new medium - television. We know that 
many students watch television. We think that television has brought 
about changes in your ideas, habits, and behavior. We are in the 
dark about what changes have taken place. 
We would like to find out what ideas you have about television, 
what kinds of programs you watch, and what your television habits 
are. By answering the following questions you will help us to find 
out. 
The inquiry form has no connection with your school work. 
There are no right or wrong answers. You are not asked to give 
your name , so no individual will be quoted or identified in any way. 
Only group findings will be reported. 
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Please check: 
Grade 
__ Boy 
9 __ 10 
_Girl 
_11 _12 
1. Do you have a television set in your home? 
__ Yes 
__ No 
lA. If you answered "Yes" to question 1, how long have you had a set 
in your home? 
__ 1-4 months 
__ 5-8 months 
__ 9-12 months 
__ over 12 months 
lB. If you answered "No" to question 1, ulease check the olace you 
do watch television. 
__ At a friend's home 
At a relative's home 
__ At a oublic place such as a store disolay 
At a club house or youth organization 
such as the YMCA, YWCA, Boys' Club 
__ At any other place, where 
2. Please check in the appropriate column the kinds of programs you 
watch: (1) r egularly or frequently; (2) sometimes; (3) rarely 
or never. 
REGULARLY OR RARELY OR 
KIND OF PROGRAM F'~UENTLY SOMETIMES NEVER 
Adventure, Mystery, Crime 
Sports Events 
Discussion Programs 
t..:.uiz, Give aways , 
Audience participation 
Daytime Serials 
Comedy, Variety 
News Broadcasts 
Feature Films 
\'lest ern Films 
Plays, Drama 
Children 1 a Programs 
Music 
•. 
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2A. Please list in order of preference (1, 2, 3, and so on) the kinds 
of programs you enjoy most and the kinds of orograms you enjoy 
least. You are not exnected to list a preference position for 
each kind of urogram. Some people may list five preferences in 
each column; some may list eight or nine. You may list as many 
as you want. 
KIND OF PROGRAl·f 
Adventure, Mystery, Crime 
Sports Events 
Discussion Programs 
Quiz, Give aways, Audience 
Participation 
Daytime Serials 
Comedy, Variety 
News Broadcasts 
Feature Films 
Western Films 
Plays, Drama 
Children's Programs 
l-iusic 
ENJOY MOST ENJOY LEAST 
3. About how many hours do you watch television each day? 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY \~EDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
3A. Is the amount of time you spend watching t elevision as much as 
when you fir st got a television set? 
___ Y.ES 
----"NO 
4 . Please lis t in order of preference your f avorite ryrograms. 
Us e e ither the name of the program or the name of the star. 
1. _____________________________________________________ ___ 
2 . _______________________________________________________ ___ 
3 ~ -----------------------------------------------------------4. __________________________________________________________ ___ 
5. __________________________________________________________ __ 
·. 
-:3-
4A. Please list the names of programs which do not interest you or which 
you find boring. Use either the name of the program or the nama of the 
star. 
1. 
------------------------------------------------2o ______________________________________________ __ 
:3. ______________________________________________ __ 
4. ____________________________________________ __ 
5. ______________________________________________ __ 
5. When do you do your homework'? 
Before watching television 
---
After watching television 
--------~Between television programs 
While watching television 
---· 
Other, when 
--- --------------------------
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6. Who or what exercises the greatest influence in choosing the pr ograms you 
watch? 
Examining printed lists of programs --~ 
__ Through habit 
Parents 
---
By family compromise 
---
Remarks of friends --~ 
___ Other, you name 1 t --------------
7. Do you read more, less, or the same as before you obtained a television set? 
Check the appropriate column. 
MORE LESS 
Comic Books 
Newspapers 
School Books 
Magazines 
Library Books 
• 
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8. In what order do you feel that the following enrich or contribute to your 
life. Indicate f~rst choice with 1, second with 2, third with 3, and so 
on up t o 9 . 
School 
---
__ ....;Newspapers 
Radi o 
---
Movies 
---
__ ...;Religion 
__ ...;Magazines 
Television 
---
__ ....;Sports 
___ Group Activities 
such as Boy Scouts 
or YMCA 
9. Does television interfere with the completion of your homework? 
__ ...;Never 
Often 
---
Sometimes 
---
__ ....;Rarely 
10. Does television help you in school work? 
Yes 
---
__ ....;No 
lOA. If you answered "Yes" to question 10, please give some examples of how 
television helps you. 
lOB. Can you name a specific program which has helped you in any of the 
following subj ects? 
English~---------------------------------
social studies _______________________ _ 
Mathematics------------------
Science ________________________ __ 
Physical Education~---------------------
Shop ______________________________ _ 
Home Economics 
----------------------------
Others ___________________________ _ 
• 
• 
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11. Has television helped you make your vocational choice? 
Yes , what is it 
----- --------------------------------
No ___ ...; 
llA. If you answered "Yes" to question 11, please name the pr ograms whi ch 
helped you . 
llB. If you answered "No" t o question 11, has televi sion given you any ideas 
about jobs which you might consider as your future vocation? 
Yes 
----
No ____ ...; 
12. In which of the f oll owing courses are you enrolled? 
----
general 
commercial 
----
----
college preparatory 
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If you wish, you may use this page to write any comments you would like 
to make about: things you like about television; things you dislike; what 
your s chool should do about television or any other t opics you t hink of . 
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